
Climate	Change	and	Global	
Warming		

Mel3ng	glaciers	in	Greenland	(Science,	Jan	27	2015)		

Source:hBp://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/
GlobalWarming/			



The	atmosphere	around	the	earth	is	the	same	rela3ve	thickness	
as	the	skin	on	an	apple	

Apple	radius	3.2	cm,	skin	approx	0.5	mm,		ra3o	skin/radius	=	0.016	
	
Earth	radius	6,370	km,	atmosphere	approx	100	km	,	ra3o	=	0.016.	

The	prospects	of	climate	change	are	so	dire	that	people	are	
afraid	and		prefer	to	be	reassured.		But	reassuring	lies	only	last	as	
long	as	reality	allows.		The	climate	denialists	(contrarians)	play	
on	the	fear,	and	do	their	best	to	confuse.		In	these	lectures	we	
hope	to	clarify	some	of	this	confusion	with	known	facts.		

Source	References	

I	have	tried	to	use	the	most	reliable	informa3on	sources,	namely	
properly	reviewed	scien3fic	papers	or	documents	produced	by	
reliable	organiza3ons,	with	statements	backed	by	evidence.	Also	
books	by	reliable	sources.	
	
Some3mes	I	use	blog	sites	that	I	regard	as	reliable.	
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Source:		Bri3sh	met	office,	hBp://www.metoffice.gov.uk/news/in-
depth/climate-infographic					accessed		Feb	14,	2015	

Climate	and	Weather	
There	is	some3mes	
confusion	between	these	
two	terms.	
	
A	few	hot	or	cold	days	do	
not	cons3tute	a	change	of	
climate!	

Weather:	short	term	variability	
	
Climate	average	of	measurable	states	(eg	
temperature,	precipita3on	etc)	of	the	weather	
over	30	years	
	
Climate	is	what	we	expect	for	the	par3cular	
season	of	the	year	

Climate	Myth:		It's	colder	than	ever!	
	
"Austria	is	today	seeing	its	earliest	snowfall	in	history	with	30	to	40	
cen3metres	already	predicted	in	the	mountains.	Such	drama3c	falls	
in	temperatures	provide	superficial	evidence	for	those	who	doubt	
that	the	world	is	threatened	by	climate	change."	(Mail	Online)	

Fact:		The	normal	ups	and	downs	of	weather	make	it	hard	to	see	slow	
changes	in	climate.	To	find	climate	trends	you	need	to	look	at	how	
weather	is	changing	over	a	longer	3me	span.	Looking	at	high	and	low	
temperature	data	from	recent	decades	shows	that	new	record	highs	
occur	nearly	twice	as	ocen	as	new	record	lows.	

We	live	in	a	greenhouse	
The	mean	temperature	
on	earth	is	15o	C.			
About	half	the	light	
reaching	earth	reaches	
the	surface	where	it	is	
radiated	upward.	About	
90%	of	this	heat	is	
absorbed	by	greenhouse	
gases	and	radiated	back	
to	the	surface.		
Without	the	natural	
greenhouse	effect	the	
temperature	would	be	
20o	to	30o	lower.	(-18oC)	
		
Source:	hBp://
climate.nasa.gov/causes/	
	
	

	In	order	for	the	greenhouse	effect	to	operate,	the	
atmosphere	must	be	transparent	enough	to	incoming	solar	
radia3on	to	allow	the	surface	to	heat;	but	be	sufficiently	
opaque	at	thermal	wavelengths	to	prevent	heat	emiBed	from	
the	ground	to	escape	into	space.		

Mars	and	Venus	
	

our	nearest	planetary	neighbours	show	very	different	greenhouse	effects	
Venus	is	an	example	of	a	“runaway”	greenhouse	effect	



Main	Drivers	of	Climate	Change	

Source:		IPCC		AR5		2013,	Chapter	1	

Increasing	GHGs	reduce	
outgoing	long-wave	
radia3on	

Latent	and	sensible	heat	are	types	of	energy	released	
or	absorbed	in	the	atmosphere.		Latent	heat	is	
related	to	changes	in	phase	between	liquids,	gases,	
and	solids.		Sensible	heat	is	related	to	changes	in	
temperature	of	a	gas	or	object	with	no	change	in	
phase.	

How	much	has	temperature	risen	since	1880?	

How	much	is	the	Earth’s	surface	temperature	changing?:	
what	is	a	safe	limit?	

Feb,	March	
2016	

Renew	economy	Feb	9	2015	based	on	Mann	Sci	Am	March	2014	

The	recent	rapid	increase	in	temperatures	was	drama3cally	
illustrated	by	the	famous	“hockey	s3ck”	by	Michael	Mann	

Temperatures	from	the	end	of	the	last	ice	age	

Source:hBps://www.climate.gov/news-features/climate-qa/what
%E2%80%99s-hoBest-earth-has-been-%E2%80%9Clately
%E2%80%9D		

About	1.5	
degrees	
above	pre-
industrial	
	
(Berkeley	
Earth)	

Our	climate	has	been	rela3vely	stable	in	the	holocene	period	



We	could	have	already	exceeded	a	1.5	degree	increase	

Temperature	anomalies	are	reported	rela3ve	to	a	20th	century	average,	taken	
as	1951-1980	by	NASA.		But	temperatures	rose	significantly	before	the	20th	
Century.	

The	large	2015/16	El	Nino	contributed	about	0.2	degrees	
Celsius	

Source:	Frances	Sawyer				hBps://
nextgenamerica.org/blog/hot-hoBer-hoBest/	 Source:		hBps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vostok_Pe3t_data.svg	

400	ppm	

Eemian	 Holocene	

Current	temp	

Temperature	and	carbon	dioxide	varia3on	during	the	ice	ages	

Only	a	few	degrees	rise	in	temperature:		should	we	worry?	

Carbon	dioxide	is	the	key	control	knob	for	the	Earth’s	temperature	

Earth’s	average	temperature	rise	has	already	reached	1	to	1.5	degrees	C.		
	Not	much	you	might	say,	why	should	we	worry?	

What	we	can	expect	(and	is	already	happening)		from	only	a	1	degree	rise:*	
	
>Megadroughts	in	Western	USA	far	greater	than	the	dustbowl	of	the	1930s.	
Overall	extreme	droughts	will	affect	30%	of	the	Earth’s	land	surfaces.	
>Colder	in	Northern	Europe?		Slowing	of	the	gulf	stream	(AMOC).	It	happened	
at	the	end	of	the	last	ice	age…(the	younger	Dryas	period).		
>Disappearing	glaciers	and	downstream	water	supplies.	
>Drought	in	the	Amazon.	
>Mel3ng	of	the	arc3c	ice	leading	to	climate	feedbacks	increasing	warming.	
>Contrac3on	of	the	“polar	fronts”	and	wobbly	jet	stream	(already	happening).	
>Queensland	highland	rainforest	reduced	by	half.	
>Increasing	coral	reef	bleaching.	
>Increased	rate	of	species	ex3nc3on.	
>More	powerful	storms.	
>More	floods.	
>Rising	seas.		
>increasing	heat	waves.	
>More	severe	wildfires.	
	
	*	Mark	Lynas	“Six	Degrees.	Our	future	on	a	hoBer	planet”	2007	

All	men3ons	of	Australia	were	removed	from	the	final	version	of	a	UNESCO	report	on	
climate	change	and	world	heritage	sites	acer	the	Australian	government	objected	on	
the	grounds	it	could	impact	on	tourism.	

Source:		The	
Guardian	on	
line	May	27,	
2026			

Australia	scrubbed	from	UN	Climate	change	report:	Government	interven3on		

Prof	Will	Steffan	(Climate	Councillor	Emeritus	Professor,	ANU):		Today	it	was	confirmed	
that	Australian	government	officials	pressured	a	pres3gious	interna3onal	body	to	
silence	the	truth	about	the	risks	of	climate	change	for	the	Great	Barrier	Reef.	
I	was	one	of	the	scien;sts	they	tried	to	silence.		



The	Age	June	7,	2016		

“Storms	of	my	grandchildren”	-		here	already?	
Massive	wildfire	in	Canada,	May	4,	2016.	Temperatures	
were	more	like	the	height	of	summer.	

Source:	Skep3cal	Science		hBp://www.skep3calscience.com/
himalayan-glaciers-growing.htm			

Image	from	Na3onal	Climate	Assessment	USA	2014	
hBp://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/our-changing-
climate/observed-change	



Berkeley	Earth,	Jan	14,	2015	

Note	the	strong	Arc3c	amplifica3on:	climate	models	predict	less	amplified	warming	in	the	Antarc3c	

So	the	Earth	is	warming:		what	is	the	reason?		It	is	the	heat	
imbalance,	more	heat	retained	than	lost	to	space.		The	
Earth	will	heat	up	un3l	the	outgoing	heat	balances	
incoming.		The	ques3on	is	how	much	will	it	warm?	
	
Let’s	look	in	more	detail……	

Earth-atmosphere	energy	balance	

hBp://
www.srh.noaa.
gov/jetstream/
atmos/
energy.html	

The	earth-atmosphere	energy	balance	is	achieved	as	the	energy	received	from	the	
Sun	balances	the	energy	lost	by	the	Earth	back	into	space.	In	this	way,	the	Earth	
maintains	a	stable	average	temperature	and	therefore	a	stable	climate.	Using	100	
units	of	energy	from	the	sun	as	a	baseline.	

Km	 miles	

Atmospheric	temperature	varies	with	al3tude	 Three	forms	of	heat	transfer	in	the	atmosphere	

hBp://www.srh.noaa.gov/jetstream/atmos/heat.html	



TOA=	top	of	atmosphere,	sensible	heat	no	change	of	phase,	latent	heat	
phase	change	

Greenhouse	Gases	

	Ozone	and	CFCs	are	also	significant	
greenhouse	gases.	

Methane	(CH4)	is	a	powerful	
greenhouse	gas	

Satellite	measurement	of	the	thermal	radia3on	emiBed	from	the	Earth	shown	in	
red.	Note	the	decreases	in	emission	in	the	regions	that	correspond	to	the	
absorp3on	spectrum	of	ozone	and	carbon	dioxide.		The	doBed	lines	show	the	
theore3cal	emission	spectrum	of	a	black	body	at	the	indicated	temperatures.	

Source:		Houghton,	Global	Warming.	

Between	8	and	14	µm	
the	atmosphere	is	
largely	transparent	
(except	for	ozone);	
this	is	known	as	a	
window	region.	

Radia3ve	Forcing	

The	concept	of	radia3ve	forcing	(RF)		is	used	in	climate	research.	
	
RF	refers	to	changes	in	the	sun,	atmosphere,	land,	ocean,	biosphere	and	
cryosphere	which	change	the	Earth’s	energy	budget.	
	
RF	can	be	due	to	human	ac3ons	or	en3rely	natural	(eg	changes	in	solar	
output,	increased	aerosols	and	dust	increased	greenhouse	gases).	
	
Forcing	is	measured	in	waBs/sq	meter	(W/m2)of	the	Earth’s	surface	
averaged	over	night	and	day.	
	
The	largest	human	forcing	is	due	to	increasing	greenhouse	gases.		
	
	



Radia3ve	forcing	v	carbon	dioxide		

Source:		Hansen			

Current	
CO2	

Source:	Hansen		PNAS,	97,	9875	(2000)	

Source:	Hansen	et	al		Atmos.	Chem.	Phys.,	11,	13421–13449,	
2011			

Source:		Hansen	et	al		Atmos.	Chem	Phys		11,	1341-13449	(2011)	

The	sun	has	regular	fluctua3ons	in	output	with	a	range	of	forcing	of	0.25	W/m2	



The	Greenhouse	Effect	

It	is	the	long-wave	radia3ve	fluxes	
at	the	top	of	the	atmosphere	and	at	
the	ground	surface	that	define	the	
greenhouse	effect.	
	
	

The	strength	of	the	planetary	greenhouse	effect	is	expressed	as	the	difference	
between	the	up-welling	long-wave	flux	emiBed	by	the	ground	surface	and	the	
outgoing	long-wave	flux	at	the	top	of	the	atmosphere.	

GF	=	σTs4		-		σTE4	
GF	in	W/m2,		TE	is	the	effec3ve	radia3ng	temperature	of	the	planet	-18oC	(TOA);	Ts	is	
the	surface	temperature,	σ is	the	Stephan-Boltzmann	constant	

Global	Energy	Budget	

If	the	planet	is	in	
thermal	equilibrium,	
the	amount	of	
radia3on	leaving	equals	
the	amount	received.		
The	figures	now	show	a		
imbalance	of	0.6	W/m2	
for	the	Earth,	which	is	
responsible	for	the	
warming	effect.	
The	warming	will	
con3nue	un3l	the	the	
outgoing	radia3on	
again	balances	the	
incoming.	

Radia3ve	imbalance	

0.6	waBs	per	sq	meter	does	not	sound	much	but……	

0.6	w/m2	extra	heat	over	the	earth’s	surface	equates	to	3	billion	kW		or	3x105	
GW.		This	is	the	energy	output	of	100,000	large	nuclear	reactors	(currently	
there	are	100	nuclear	reactors	worldwide).	

Surface	area	of	Earth		=		510	x	10	6	Km2	which	is	5x1014	m2		

Energy	imbalance	over	whole	earth	
5x1014	x	0.6	waBs			=	3x1014	waBs	
=	3x1011	KW	
Or	3x108	MW			=		3x105	GW	
	
One		large	nuclear	reactor	output	is	about	3	GW	
	
So	the	energy	imbalance	due	to	greenhouse	gases	is	equal	to	
the	output	of	about	100,000	nuclear	reactors.	

100,000	

How	many	nuclear	reactors	would	it	take	to	equal	the	global	warming	imbalance?	 Representa3ve	Concentra3on	Pathways	(RPC)	and	Radia3ve	Forcing:		IPCC	predicted	
pathways	for	emissions	

IPCC	AR5,	2013	Chapter	1	



How	much	will	the	Earth	warm?:		Climate	sensi3vity	

Climate	sensi3vity	refers	to	the	equilibrium	temperature	response	to	a	
defined	climate	forcing.		
	
For	example	we	need	to	know	how	much	the	earth	will	warm	in	response	to	
increasing	greenhouse	gases.	
	
The	best	es3mate	(based	on	paleoclimate	data)		is	that	a	doubling	of	CO2	will	
cause	a	forcing	of	4	W/m2	and	that	this	will	cause	a	temperature	rise	of	about	
3	degrees	C.	
	
Carbon	dioxide	in	the	atmosphere	is	now	40%	higher	than	the	pre-industrial	
levels.	
	
Ie	the	climate	sensi3vity	is	about	0.75	degrees	for	1	W	forcing.		

	The	energy	imbalance	is	the	por3on	of	the	climate	forcing	that	the	
planet’s	surface	temperature	has	not	yet	responded	to.	

Inves3ga3on	of	the	Greenhouse	Effect	

Fourier	was	a	French	mathema3cian	who	invented	
the	Fourier	series.		He	postulated	that	the	energy	
from	the	sun	penetrates	the	atmosphere	easily	but	
cannot	escape	so	easily,	like	a	greenhouse.	

John	Tyndall	was	interested	to	
determine	whether	there	were	any	
gasses	in	the	atmosphere	that	could	
absorb	heat.		Hecarried	out	a	series	of	
careful	experiments	that	determined	
that	water	vapour	could	trap	heat	
rays,	but	that	carbon	dioxide	was	also	
very	effec3ve.	

In	the	19th	century,	scien3sts	realized	that	gases	in	the	
atmosphere	cause	a	"greenhouse	effect"	which	affects	the	
planet's	temperature.	These	scien3sts	were	interested	chiefly	
in	the	possibility	that	a	lower	level	of	carbon	dioxide	gas	might	
explain	the	ice	ages	of	the	distant	past.	

Arrhenius	saw	CO2	as	key	to	the	
riddle	of	the	ice	ages.	Why	focus	
on	that	rare	gas	rather	than	
water	vapor,	which	was	far	
more	abundant?	Because	the	
level	of	water	vapor	in	the	
atmosphere	fluctuated	daily,	
whereas	the	level	of	CO2	was	
set	over	a	geological	3mescale	
by	emissions	from	volcanoes.	

Svante	Arrhenius	calculated	warming	due	to	CO2		

In	1896,	Arrhenius	made	a	calcula3on	for	doubling	the	CO2	in	the	atmosphere,	
and	es3mated	it	would	raise	the	Earth's	temperature	some	5-6°C	(averaged	
over	all	zones	of	la3tude).		
Arrhenius	did	not	see	that	as	a	problem.	He	figured	that	if	industry	con3nued	to	
burn	fuel	at	the	current	(1896)	rate,	it	would	take	perhaps	three	thousand	years	
for	the	CO2	level	to	rise	so	high!		

Skep3cism	about	Arrhenius	predic3ons	
(1900-1940)	

	
•  His	model	was	too	simple	and	did	not	consider	clouds	
•  Experiments	showed	that	only	30%	of	the	amount	of	C02	

in	the	atmosphere	was	sufficient	to	block	the	IR	in	the	
CO2	bands;	ie	it	suggested	that	adding	more	CO2	to	the	
atmosphere	would	make	no	difference	to	the	heat	
absorbed.	

•  Water	vapor,	which	is	far	more	abundant	in	the	air	than	
carbon	dioxide,	also	intercepts	infrared	radia3on.	In	the	
crude	spectrographs	of	the	3me,	the	smeared-out	bands	
of	the	two	gases	en3rely	overlapped	one	another	



Fatal	Flaws	in	the	Objec3ons	

•  But…even	though	Arrhenius	published	a	paper	in	
1900	refu3ng	the	objec3ons	no	one	seemed	to	
no3ce	or	understand.	

•  The	CO2	might	be	saturated	in	the	lower	atmosphere	
but	the	heat	release	occurs	in	the	upper	atmosphere	
where	changing	CO2	by	even	a	small	amount	makes	
a	difference.	

•  Modern	spectrographs	show	the	absorp3on	lines	of	
water	and	CO2	do	not	overlap	and	there	is	very	liBle	
water	in	the	upper	atmosphere.		

In	1938	a	warming	trend	had	been	noted	and	
Callender	proposed	this	was	due	to	an	10%	increase	
in	CO2.		But	measurements	were	not	accurate.		
	
In	addi3on	the	role	of	the	oceans	in	CO2	absorp3on	
was	recognized	as	cri3cal.		Wouldn’t	all	the	extra	CO2	
be	simply	taken	up	by	the	oceans?	
	
The	role	of	the	oceans	in	CO2	absorp3on	would	take	
some	3me	to	work	out,	the	chemistry	is	complicated	
and	the	nature	of	the	ocean	circula3on	was	not	
understood	at	the	3me.		
	
	

Support	for	Arrhenius	
In	1931	physicist	EO	Hulburt’s		calcula3ons	
supported	Arrhenius's	es3mate	that	doubling	or	
halving	CO2	would	bring	something	like	a	4°C	rise	
or	fall	of	surface	temperature,	and	thus	"the	
carbon	dioxide	theory	of	the	ice	ages...	is	a	possible	
theory.”…widely	ignored	

The	Earth	will	balance	the	extra	CO2	
(wishful	thinking?)	

Proposals:	
The	oceans	have	50	3mes	more	
CO2	than	the	atmosphere,	and	will	
absorb	the	extra	CO2.	
	
If	some	excess	does	accumulate	it	
will	be	taken	up	by	plants	or	soil.	
	
Earth’s	homeosta3c	mechanisms.	
	
"The	self-regula3ng	mechanisms	of	
the	carbon	cycle	can	cope	with	the	
present	influx	of	carbon	of	fossil	
origin.”		
(Hutchinson,	G.N.	(1948).	"Circular	Causal	
Systems	in	Ecology."	Annals	of	the	New	York	
Academy	of	Sciences	50:	221-46.)	
	

Measurements	of	atmospheric		CO2	
were	not	accurate	enough	to	
determine	if	human	emissions	were	
causing	a	rise.	

Theory	Restored	1950-58		

During	and	acer	WW2	the	military	spent	large	amounts	of	money	on	atmospheric	
research	and	ocean	research	(much	to	do	with	the	atomic	tes3ng).	
	
New	IR	spectral	data	clearly	showed	that	water	vapour	and	CO2	had	different	
spectral	lines,	and	that	at	low	pressures	these	became	very	narrow	so	heat	could	
escape	into	space.	
	
The	atmosphere	was	now	seen	as	a	series	of	layers	and	radia3ve	balance	had	to	be	
calculated	for	each	layer.		This	required	the	use	of	computers	which	were	just	being	
developed.	
	
Physicist	Gilbert	Plass	did	these	calcula3ons	and	concluded	that	doubling	CO2	would	
increase	Earth’s	temperature	by	3-4o.	He	warned	that	climate	change	could	be	"a	
serious	problem	to	future	genera3ons”	
	
None	of	this	work	met	the	argument	that	the	oceans	would	promptly	absorb	nearly	
all	the	CO2	humanity	might	emit.		
	



Roger	Revelle	in	1952	

Roger	Revelle	showed	that	the	chemistry	of	
sea	water	actually	lowered	the	amount	of	
CO2	taken	up	by	a	factor	of	10	compared	
with	previous	calcula3ons.		
	
Revelle	did	note	that	greenhouse	effect	
warming	"may	become	significant	during	
future	decades	if	industrial	fuel	combus3on	
con3nues	to	rise	exponen3ally.”	
	
"Human	beings	are	now	carrying	out	a	
large	scale	geophysical	experiment	of	a	
kind	that	could	not	have	happened	in	the	
past	nor	be	reproduced	in	the	future."	

But	measurements	of	CO2	in	the	atmosphere	
were	s3ll	not	accurate.	

Sea	Chemistry	

Carbon	14	measurements	
indicated	that	fossil	carbon	was	
entering	the	atmosphere.	

The	Keeling	Curve:	This	changed	
Everything	

Keeling	receives	
the	Medal	of	
Science	in	2001	

Source	NOAA	
and	Andrew	
Gilkson	Feb	
2015		

CO2	con3nues	
its	inexorable	
rise	

In	1965	a	group	of	scien3sts	proposed	that	by	2000	increase	in	CO2	could	change	
the	climate.	
	
But	most	stuck	with	the	old	assump3on	that	the	Earth's	geochemistry	was	
dominated	by	stable	mineral	processes,	opera3ng	on	a	planetary	scale	over	
millions	of	years.		

	
The	Greenhouse	inves3ga3ons	expand	
1970-1980		calcula3ons	found	that	methane	and	other	gases	emiBed	by	
human	ac3vi3es	could	have	a	greenhouse	effect	that	was	some3mes	
molecule	for	molecule	tens	or	hundreds	of	3mes	greater	than	CO2.		
	
Carbon	cycle	studies	proliferated:			problem	of	the	“missing	carbon”	
	
Computer	models	were	coming	into	beBer	agreement	on	the	future	
warming	to	be	expected	from	increased	CO2.	
	
Evidence	from	ice	core	gas	measurements	showed	that	CO2	was	half	its	
present	value	in	the	depths	of	the	last	ice	age.	
	
Further	drilled	back	to	150,000	years	showed	CO2	levels	had	gone	up	
and	down	with	temperature…(more	later	on	this	important	finding).	
	
Studies	of	the	Earth’s	history	pointed	to	CO2	as	a	primary	regulator	of	
temperature.	
	
Climate	models	become	refined	and	beBer	predictors	of	future	trends	
as	compu3ng	power	increased.	
		



Climate	Myth:		CO2	is	coming	from	the	ocean	
		
"The	solubility	of	carbon	dioxide	in	water	is	listed	in	the	Handbook	of	
Chemistry	and	Physics	as	a	declining	func3on	of	temperature.	...	The	rising	
values	of	atmospheric	carbon	dioxide	during	the	3me	of	the	Mouna	Loa	
measurements	could	clearly	be	a	func3on	of	reduced	solubility	of	CO2	in	
the	oceans	of	the	Planet."	(WaBs	Up	With	That)	

What	the	Science	Says:		Measurements	of	carbon	
isotopes	and	falling	oxygen	in	the	atmosphere	show	that	
rising	carbon	dioxide	is	due	to	the	burning	of	fossil	fuels	
and	cannot	be	coming	from	the	ocean.	

Source:		BOM		State	of	Climate	Report	2014	

Evidence	that	the	increasing	CO2	is	due	to	fossil	fuel	emissions	

	
	

Plants	and	plant-derived	materials	(eg	coal	and	oil)		have	a	lower	C13/C12	
ra3o	than	in	the	atmosphere.	If	rising	atmospheric	CO2	comes	from	fossil	
fuels,	the	C13/C12	should	be	falling;	and	indeed	it	is.		

Climate	Myth:	Human	CO2	is	a	;ny	%	of	CO2	emissions	

“The	oceans	contain	37,400	billion	tons	(GT)	of	suspended	carbon,	land	biomass	
has	2000-3000	GT.	The	atmosphere	contains	720	billion	tons	of	CO2	and	humans	
contribute	only	6	GT	addi3onal	load	on	this	balance.	The	oceans,	land	and	
atmosphere	exchange	CO2	con3nuously	so	the	addi3onal	load	by	humans	is	
incredibly	small.	A	small	shic	in	the	balance	between	oceans	and	air	would	cause	a	
CO2	much	more	severe	rise	than	anything	we	could	produce.”	

What	The	Science	Says:	
The	CO2	that	nature	emits	(from	the	ocean	and	vegeta3on)	is	balanced	
by	natural	absorp3ons	(again	by	the	ocean	and	vegeta3on).	Therefore	
human	emissions	upset	the	natural	balance,	rising	CO2	to	levels	not	
seen	in	at	least	800,000	years.	In	fact,	human	emit	26	gigatonnes	of	CO2	
per	year	while	CO2	in	the	atmosphere	is	rising	by	only	15	gigatonnes	per	
year	-	much	of	human	CO2	emissions	is	being	absorbed	by	natural	sinks.	

Source:	Skep3cal	Science	

The	veteran	climate	expert	Helmut	Landsberg	stressed	in	a	1970	
review	that	liBle	was	known	about	how	humans	might	change	
the	climate.	At	worst,	he	thought,	the	rise	of	CO2	at	the	current	
rate	might	bring	a	2°C	temperature	rise	over	the	next	400	years,	
which	"can	hardly	be	called	cataclysmic.”	
	
Landsberg,	Helmut	E.	(1970).	"Man-Made	Clima3c	Changes."	Science	170:	
1265-74	

Doubts	con3nued	about	the	impact	of	increased	CO2	

It	doesn’t	sound	much,		but	current	projec3ons	suggest	
that	a	2oC	rise	could	well	be	very	serious	verging	on	
“cataclysmic”	



Why	pay	aBen3on	to	CO2	if	water	is	the	major	greenhouse	gas?	

Water	cycles	in	and	out	of	the	air,	oceans	and	soils	daily,	and	is	very	
sensi3ve	to	changes	in	temperature.	
	
CO2	and	other	greenhouse	gases	are	rela3vely	stable	and	stay	in	the	
atmosphere	for	centuries.	
	
These	stable	GHGs	act	as	a	control	knob	that	set	the	level	of	water	
vapour.	
	
If	all	CO2	were	removed,	temp	would	only	fall	a	liBle	at	first	but	then	
water	vapour	in	the	air	would	decrease,	causing	the	air	to	cool	more.	
Within	weeks	the	air	would	be	dry	and	the	Earth	would	freeze.	

Climate	myth:		It’s	the	sun.	
	
"Over	the	past	few	hundred	years,	there	has	been	a	steady	
increase	in	the	numbers	of	sunspots,	at	the	3me	when	the	Earth	
has	been	ge|ng	warmer.	The	data	suggests	solar	ac3vity	is	
influencing	the	global	climate	causing	the	world	to	get	warmer."	
	

Fact:		the	sun	has	undergone	a	
slight	cooling	trend	since	1960	
when	over	the	same	period	
global	temperatures	increased.	

This	is	the	problem:		global	GDP	follows	greenhouse	gases	
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Main	Drivers	of	Climate	Change	

Source:		IPCC		AR5		2013,	Chapter	1	
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